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Toward Searching Archives
TEACHERS PACK – MUSEUM METHODS
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Introduction:i
What are archives?
The Society of American Archivists (SAA) defines archives as:
“the permanently valuable records—such as letters, reports,
accounts, minute books, draft and final manuscripts, and
photographs—of people, businesses, and government. These
records are kept because they have continuing value to the
creating agency and to other potential users. They are the
documentary evidence of past events. They are the facts we use
to interpret and understand history.”ii
Archives is a broad term which is used to describe
institutions, collections, and accruals of documentary evidence.
An archivist is one who works in and with archival documents
providing access through arrangement and description.
An archivist may also be known as a records manager. While the
two professions can be referenced as one or the other, there is
a distinction that is often made based on the documents of
the professional. Archivists are often considered to work
with materials no longer of primary value that are of a
historical value. Records managers
work with current, active records that is those records needed
to conduct everyday business.
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Archival storage by Unknown Author is licensed under CC
BY-SA

Museums and archives—
Museums are in many ways similar to archives. Each institution
collects materials documenting culture. Each institution through
its collections provides evidence. However, where a museum
collects
physical
objects,
an
archive
collects
conventionally considered documents.
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Museums often have archives
attached to them. The museum
archives keep records on the
museum
holdings,
activities
undertaken in the museum, and by
relevant persons.

Background – Javanese Puppets:iii

A museum archive is often
associated with a special collections
Photo files by Unknown Author is
library which is a library with scope
licensed under CC BY-SA-NC
limited to the scope and research
needs of the museum staff and other researchers.

Wayang Kulit Javanese Shadow Puppet #1374/27 CC BY-NC-ND

“Puppets are theatrical devices or tools enabling the creation of
dramatic characters in performances. Although inanimate objects,
they are “given design, movement, and frequently, speech, in such
a way that the audience imagines them to have life”” –Steve Tillis
and Matthew Cohen.
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Beginning research—
Experiencing something which sparks curiosity and working to
know more about it is the beginning of research. Asking questions
about an object, idea, or concept and looking for immediately
associated, contextual, information begins a process that will
involve multiple sources.
Below are two different iterations of an item record of the
puppet Kayon. Sections of that record are then annotated.

Wayang Kulit; Kayon front and back #3340/5 CC BY-NC-ND

The above images are examples of wayang kulit, Javanese
Shadow Puppets.iv These puppets, which these images
represent, can be seen either in the museum or on the museum
website. In either case, seeing something visually and becoming
intrigued by it is one of the main ways in which a research
project begins.
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MOA Item Record
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Item records contain contextual information that can be used to
find additional information about an object. In a gallery or on
display, labels associated with the object will contain important
item information.
Taking notes on the subjects and information contextualized with
the object will assist with searching for more information to
answer questions.
*Note: item numbers (e.g. RRN ID) and accession numbers or
object numbers are not the same thing. They can be. However an
item number is a control number for records about the object. An
accession number is a control number of or for the item.
**An examination of the search pages and interfaces should
explicate indexed search headings including the allowance of
control numbers.

RRN Item Record

Subject Terms

Interface | Searching:v
Searching for information is common, and searching on a
computer is nearly ubiquitous. Researching information in a
library and archives is not as seamless and easy as everyday
searching. It is helpful to understand how information is
structured to then plan a successful search strategy.

Accession
number

Provenancial information
including: dates, persons,
and places
Annotated close up of MOA & RRN item record information
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The contextual information gained from viewing a wayang kulit
(or any other material object) is a part of how a library and
archives organize information. Descriptions are important, as
they are in an everyday search, but, often, more important are
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objective facts about an item. The annotated item record points
out information gained and attributed to the object. This
information is used to reference the item amongst others and is
an important part in any search process. Many search pages
will provide information on specific search punctuation used.
This means that not all systems interpret symbols like
commas, asterisk, periods, quotation marks, etc. in the same
way, and search pages will inform users as to usage in the
particular context.
Search pages will also provide tips for effective search
strategies. These tips often include information about searching
for specific phrases, families of words, and structuring search
queries. An example search phrase could be wayang kulit. If
typed into a search bar with no punctuation, often results
will be all items containing the words wayang and kulit
instead of those only containing the phrase wayang kulit.
Another example is searching for information about puppets. A
search with this word will return only items with that word.
However, image the goal of the search is to return results that
span a range of related terms such as, puppet, puppets,
puppeteer, puppetry. The search tips and information on
punctuation will provide information on conducting a
search simply and without entering each term. A suggested
solution may look like puppet*. In this case the asterisk
signals that information may be missing and results starting
with what precedes it, regardless of the ending, should be
returned.
This remainder of this section is designed to provide a visual
exploration of searching in a library catalog and how that search
can
provide a path into the archives.
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Search page – where to start?

Each search takes the user to a
different catalogue. Knowing
which and the level of
integration between them can
be challenging.
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Sometimes finding out where to start a search can be difficult
because it is not clearly marked. In this case there are at least
three different implications for an informational search.
Additionally, arriving at this page was accessed though the
Research and Collections (circled above) side tab.

This is where to start with the terms gathered from observing
the object.

There are three, non-integrated, catalogues represented on this
page that can make research difficult for new and seasoned
researchers alike.
*Note that the additional headings on the page provide
examples of focus for the museum and it is reasonable to expect
collections in the library and archives that intersect with these
focuses.

Search terms

Search bar

Search tips
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Searching location

Search results

Results from the first set of entered terms. It only returned five
entries. Only the [Indonesia subject files] suggests an avenue to
the archives of the puppets already examined. The five results
already suggest that a new search will be needed. However,
looking at the information in the Indonesia files may provide
additional search terms.
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The [Indonesia subject files] shows that that wayang kulit and
Javanese are valid terms for a broad search. Indonesia is a valid
indexed search term. Each of these terms will be helpful for a new
search. There is also a call number provided. Items in the reading
room concerning Indonesia will be shelved and located using
this call number, 11.5.
There are three primary choices at this juncture.
1. Re-searching with the newly acquired information is likely
to yield additional results.
2. Going to the reading room to browse the 11.5 call number
items.
3. Requesting information and/or assistance from
staff. Because the reading room is associated with the
archives it is likely to be the best place from which to
request assistance.

Item record - [Indonesia subject files]
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In with the Archives:
Dominique Major’s thesis can be used as a template for
conducting archival research.
Heretofore searching has been conducted primarily through
subject and keywords. It is possible to search by author and other
elements as was seen in the examination of the item records.
Research is conducted to answer any number of questions.
However, research and the process of researching are, at their
core, asking who, what, why, when, where, and how.
Working with physical documents—Inside cover and first page of Dominique Major’s Thesis

Dominique Major’s thesis, Field Collecting and Museum
Exhibiting Political Implications of Representation in Museums,
has a direct connection to the wayang kulit collection.
Both a re-search using new terms and browsing the items of the
call number lead to this item.
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To conduct an archives search it is often beneficial to re-orient
the research question that led to library investigation. Searching
often begins with questions of what about. The library search
asked about a topic, about a subject, about puppets or wayang
kulit. To search in archives ask who, what, why, how.
 Who would have acquired, collected, or been responsible
for the item?
 What function did the item serve?
 Why was the item acquired or collected?
 How was the item acquired?
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MOA Archives landing page

This archives landing page suggests the reorientation of search
strategy. This page addresses who, why, and to what purpose.
Using Dominique Major’s thesis as a search tool, it may
be possible to search the archives by her name (who). However,
the goal is to find information about the collection of wayang
kulit held at the museum.
Just as looking at library records for additional information often
yields additional information, in looking through the thesis,
more information is uncovered.

The archives
collects
information
about
exhibitions
hosted in the
museum. The
exhibition
likely utilized
wayang
kulit from
the collection.
This archives
catalog offers
a way to
search
exhibition
guides.
This

may

Page from Dominique Major's thesis

additionally
answer questions of what function in regards to the wayang kulit.
In relation to the museum, the puppets functioned in an
exhibition capacity.
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Electronic exhibition guide

Finding Aid close up

Archival sources: fonds and
collection containing
documents and information on
puppets

The two finding aids are for the same content. Their differences
demonstrate another challenge of archival research. Not all the
information is in electronic format.

Physical Finding Aid in the Library and Archives Reading Room

Much archival research requires going to a physical place and
using physical content. Archives do not have open stacks; they
have policies and procedures which are often different and
more strict than libraries. As seen in the first section, as well as
in the close up of the physical finding aid, archives are full
of terms and concepts which may be not only unfamiliar but are
specialized to the field.
However, at this juncture, the finding aid indicates archival
documents that can either be investigated by visiting the
archives or by submitting a research request form.
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Glossary:
ACCESS: n. ~ 1. The ability to locate relevant information through
the use of catalogs, indexes, finding aids, or other tools. - 2. The
permission to locate and retrieve information for use
(consultation or reference) within legally established restrictions
of privacy, confidentiality, and security clearance. - 3. COMPUTING ·
The physical processes of retrieving information from storage
media.
ACCESSION: n. ~ 1. Materials physically and legally transferred to a
repository as a unit at a single time; an ACQUISITION.
- v. ~ 2. To take legal and physical custody of a group of records
or other materials and to formally document their receipt. - 3. To
document the transfer of records or materials in a register,
database, or other log of the repository's holdings.
Related term: ACCESSION NUMBER
ACCRUAL: n. ~ Materials added to an existing collection; an
accretion.
ACTIVE RECORDS: n. ~ 1. Records that continue to be used with
sufficient frequency to justify keeping them in the office of
creation; CURRENT RECORDS. - 2. COMPUTING · Information stored on
computer systems that can be readily accessed by the operating
system or software without a need to reload media, undelete the
information, or reconstruct it from other sources.
ARRANGEMENT: n. ~ 1. The process of organizing materials with
respect to their provenance and original order, to protect their
11 | P a g e

context and to achieve physical or intellectual control over the
materials. - 2. The organization and sequence of items within a
collection.
COLLECTION: n. ~ 1. A group of materials with some unifying
characteristic. - 2. Materials assembled by a person, organization,
or repository from a variety of sources; an ARTIFICIAL COLLECTION.
DESCRIPTION: n. ~ 1. The process of creating a finding aid or other
access tools that allow individuals to browse a surrogate of the
collection to facilitate access and that improve security by
creating a record of the collection and by minimizing the amount
of handling of the original materials. - 2. RECORDS MANAGEMENT · A
written account of the physical characteristics, informational
content, and functional purpose of a records series or system.
Related term: PROCESSING
DOCUMENT: n. ~ 1. Any written or printed work; a writing. - 2.
Information or data fixed in some media. - 3. Information or data
fixed in some media, but which is not part of the official record; a
nonrecord. - 4. A written or printed work of a legal or official
nature that may be used as evidence or proof; a record.
FILE: n. ~ 1. A group of documents related by use or topic, typically
housed in a folder (or a group of folders for a large file).
Hierarchical level directly above ITEM in a FONDS.
FINDING AIDE: n. ~ 1. A tool that facilitates discovery of information
within a collection of records. - 2. A description of records that
gives the repository physical and intellectual control over the
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materials and that assists users to gain access to and understand
the materials.
FOLDER: n. ~ 1. A sheet of cardboard or heavy paper stock that is
used as a loose cover to keep documents and other flat materials
together, especially for purposes of filing; a file cover.
Related Term: FOLDER LIST: n. ~ That part of a completed finding
aid or a rudimentary finding aid that lists the folder titles in a
COLLECTION.
FONDS: n. ~ The entire body of records of an organization, family,
or individual that have been created and accumulated as the
result of an organic process reflecting the functions of the creator.
GUIDE (SUBJECT): n. ~ A broad description of the holdings at one or
more archives, typically at the collection level. A guide that
describes collections relating to a specific subject is often called
a subject guide or a thematic guide.
ITEM: n. ~ A thing that can be distinguished from a group and that
is complete in itself. Items are generally considered to be the
smallest archival unit.
RECORDS MANAGER: (also records administrator), n. ~ An individual
responsible for the administration of programs for the efficient
and economical handling, protecting, and disposing of records
throughout their life cycle.
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RESEARCH REQUEST FORM: n. ~ A form submitted to retrieve from
storage for use, typically in a reading room; a call slip, a research
request slip, a reference slip. Also: REQUEST SLIP
SERIES: n. ~ 1. A group of similar records that are arranged
according to a filing system and that are related as the result of
being created, received, or used in the same activity; a file group;
a record series. Hierarchical level directly above FILE in a FONDS.
VALUE: The SAA Glossary identifies over a dozen subdivisions of
value. Below are the terms most helpful for beginning archival
research.
EVIDENTIAL: n. ~ 1. The quality of records that provides
information about the origins, functions, and activities of their
creator. - 2. LAW · The importance or usefulness of something to
prove or disprove a fact.
HISTORICAL: n. ~ 1. The usefulness or significance of records
for understanding the past. - 2. The importance or usefulness of
records that justifies their continued preservation because of the
enduring administrative, legal, fiscal, or evidential information
they contain; archival value.

Charting Archival Search:
The next page is a flowchart, which can be used as a non-topical
shorthand for the material in this guide.
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